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Reflections on Nostalgia for the Light (Patricio Guzmán, 2010)

Even the gods. - The desert makes us thirsty; it is not theological, for even
the gods die there:
The multitude
of shrouds
cadavers of gods
who, in crossing,
have evaporated
in its aridity.1

This multitude, for the poet Hawad, is what constitutes the epidermis of
the desert. To imagine the living voice of a god sounding across the sands is
to disavow the void, to ward off dehydration through an impoverished
imaginary. For the void by itself can give rise only to the hallucinations that
seek to fill it; true invention, however, consists in taking into account the void
and the remnants; the evaporation and the shrouds. This is what Patricio
Guzmán accomplishes in his film Nostalgia for the Light.
***

The three pasts of the alien-Earth. - The Atacama Desert is the driest in
the world, with the Andes and the Chilean Coast Range acting as barriers to
to film scenes that are supposed to occur on the red planet,2 and by NASA to
test its exploratory devices. In this desert, the Earth is alien, other than itself;
displaced; exo-planet.
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precipitation. This desert looks like Mars—so much so, that it has been used
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The extreme aridity of this place has allowed the discovery of intact
remains of mummified humans, of long-dead mollusks and animals;
sculptures that recall a time preceding colonization. Salvaged by minerals, life
is preserved in death. But it is not only towards the center of the Earth that
the Atacama Desert draws the gaze of those who attempt to deepen historical
reality in time: situated at high altitude, with no cloud cover or humidity, and
protected from the light pollution and radio interference generated by dense
urban spaces, the Atacama Desert hosts several astronomical observation sites
(the Silla Observatory, the Paranal Observatory, and the radio telescopes of
the Atacama Large Millimeter Array). And in this same desert, Pinochet would
make the small village of Chacabuco, devoted to nitrate mining in the
nineteenth century, into a concentration camp, a prison for communists and
political dissidents. The bodies of those tortured by the dictatorship are buried
in the desert expanse.
Martian-Earth,

mummified-Earth,

Earth-for-the-stars,

Earth-of-

injustice. In the Atacama Desert, the Earth is alien; but its cosmic alterity is
riddled with human memory, traces of the living, and of unavenged blood - a
dialectic searches among the remains.
***

Melting and recasting. - In Nostalgia for the Light, the Atacama Desert is
the meeting point between three modalities of relating to the past, at once
archaeological, astronomical, and political. These three modalities fall along
two axes: one vertical archaeo-astronomical axis, and the other a horizontal
economic-political axis—a cosmic dictation and a dictatorship—but where do
they intersect?
Of course, there is something on the order of ecological necessity at work in
the unique situation of the Atacama Desert; but the contingency is in the
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This meeting point or intersection is perhaps less an identity than an alloy.
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relation between the native sculptures, the planets, and the bodies of the
dictatorship's victims: I believe that Patricio Guzmán's genius consists in
inventing a way to recast these three forms of the past. Out of the desert, a
place of melting, a cinematographic dimension of recasting is invented, a
recapturing of this past that persists through every point in the universe in the
intimate components of that which we call the present.
***

Antescopes. - Astronomers look into the past. Sinking deeper into space
with their telescopes, seeing far away (tele skopein), they discover that the
faraway is a memory—that the telescope is an antescope.
***

Hauntelescopes. - All perception is deferred. The image that I perceive has
taken the time required by the speed of light; the image is not what is but what
has taken place. I believe that I am projecting myself within the present; but
it's the past—present in delayed action—that comes to inhabit me. For memory
to reach me, I would have to have anticipated it, to have waited for it. It is in
waiting for the present, then, that the past comes over me: the future is the
condition of welcoming the past that forms my present. In this sense, the
present is the manner in which the past fulfills the expectation of the future.
Astronomical experience reveals the temporality of perception: the
telescope makes transfinite space into the prism through which the temporality
of the universe appears.3
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Fossils. - The archaeological gaze brings to light the past—that which is
sedimented, dried out, empty—inscribed in stone and in soil. The astronomical
gaze, however, captures that which disperses, crossing space and expanding
with it in order to come to us. The past comes to us from the sky, then, from
that faraway star, or from the beginning of the universe in the form of the
cosmic microwave background —a message from the universe at the moment
that it began to communicate in light. In French we call this message

rayonnement fossile - fossilized radiation.
Let us note the difference between fossilized radiation, captured by the
astronomical gaze, and the fossilized fixation at play in the archaeological
gaze: the first comes continually from every point in the universe; the second
halts on some specific point. As to the victims of the dictatorship and those
who search for their remains, it is as if these bodies were ghostly or virtual, or
even missed—missed fossils. In Guzmán's film, a woman in search of her
disappeared brother says that she was not satisfied when only his jawbone was
returned to her, for she had wished to find him whole; in a matter of justice,
no synecdoche will do. The Antigones of Chile will unearth whatever they
must, in order to exhume those who must be buried.
***

Justice through images. - There are these archaeologists, then, who unearth
the Chilean past, and these astronomers who seek to bring the stars to earth,
to return the past of the universe to the Earth. But the archaeo-astronomical
axis is profoundly disturbed by the bloody political axe that the Pinochet
dictatorship buried in Chile's history. If the astronomical past never ceases to
arrive on the Earth's surface, if the archaeological past can return to the

surface, yet cannot be found. It is that which comes back without cease
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surface, the political past, for its part, never manages to return—it is on the
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because it cannot come back. How is it possible to give that political past the
means to return, whole, to the light, to be received and perceived?
As she probes the desert in order to find her husband there, she wishes that
the astronauts could leave the stars for a while and instead direct their
telescopes to the Earth, concern themselves with the burnt bodies buried in the
sands (unless these bodies have been moved and thrown into the ocean, a
hypothesis that has been mentioned). One can develop a dialectic around the
archaeo-astronomical axis, but the absolute injustice seems to prevent the
political axe from participating in that dialectic.
Guzmán finds, however, a sort of meeting point between astronomy and
politics: he invites two women who are seeking their disappeared loved ones
into an observatory. Cinematically, he then superimposes two images, as he
does several times throughout the film: the image of the women in the
observatory and a sort of stellar background, or a circulation of cosmic matter,
which makes possible a dialectic of the visible. A last-second miracle, this
meeting takes place in the image, through cinematic surrealism. This is what I
call justice through images, which is possible thanks to art when politics and
science prove to be powerless. A sublime moment in which the past that
cannot find its surface is taken up by the astronomical gaze. A recasting, in
order to transport the desert.
***

Ascent in freefall. - One might say, of course, that in the end the telescopes
did not turn towards the Earth, towards the desert and the injustice that it
holds. Perhaps because this is not possible; because the only movement
possible in this case is ascending, or because the descending movement consists
would prefer to understand, at the end of the film, the words of Valentina
Rodríguez, whose parents were assassinated during the Pinochet regime. Now
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of taking account of the co-presence of the stars in the soil. This is how I
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an astronomer, she explains how the science that she practices has helped her
to surmount the loss she experienced at the age of one:
Astronomy has somehow helped me to give another dimension to the pain, to
the absence, to the loss. Sometimes, when one is alone with that pain, and these
moments are necessary, the pain becomes oppressive. I tell myself it’s all part of a
cycle which didn’t begin and won’t end with me, nor with my parents, nor with
my children. I tell myself we are all part of a current, of an energy, a recyclable
matter. Like the stars which must die so that other stars can be born, other planets,
a new life.

This astral, or astronomical, consolation should not, perhaps, be
interpreted as a simple identity between the human condition and a stellar
condition, between what is here on Earth and what is out there, among the
stars. Certainly, the astrophysicist George Preston reminds us during the film
that the calcium in our bones was formed just after the Big Bang: the calcium
that one might find in stars is the same one that constitutes us. The same
calcium that constitutes the disappeared. For that matter, this is one way to
interpret the stellar background that recurs, hanging over other images, in
Guzmán's film: like a calcium base, a sublimated calcification. This surrealism
works to bring together that which has been disjointed: the astronomical, the
political, and the archaeological.
But this is not ultimately the identity of material that Guzmán's film seeks
to establish; I think that these fragile collages attempt to express the ascent to
the stars of our fate in free fall, which the off-camera voice expresses thus:
“our roots are up above.” For the common material of stars and of bones is in
the metaphor that carries us, we whose somber and wondrous fall rises to the
height of what is called an existence. Every victim for all time escapes the
enigma that contemplates us, desperate and stupid as we are, fumbling blindly
according to our crude passions.
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executioner in the bottomless past that precedes all. We are pierced by an
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***

Politics of the stars. - In the Chacabuco concentration camp, Luís—a
doctor and an amateur astronomer—helped the prisoners construct
instruments with which they could find constellations in the sky. “We felt
completely free,” Luís says of these moments of contemplation. But the military
leadership of the camp swiftly forbade these astronomy lessons, suspecting that
they were part of an escape plan: would not knowledge of stars' position mean
the ability to orient oneself outside of the camp? That is what may seem
“surrealist.” But these soldiers, who had no doubt read Hannah Arendt in full,
were quite right: any feeling of freedom must be exterminated in a camp, for
this feeling in itself is the undoing of human abjection. This is because the
camp must not suffer any outside. Yet it is indeed a sort of outside that must
orient politics, when that outside is also recognized as that which transfuses,
carries, and crosses the inside. Calcium is a metaphor for the universality in
transit that humanity still seeks, in stones and in stars.
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I say “transfinite” in order to leave open the question of the true nature of the universe, whether finite
(but without limits) or infinite (the multiverse).
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